LEAD-LINED CABINETRY
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR USE IN ALL AREAS
WHERE RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIOACTIVE SOURCES
ARE STORED, HANDLED, OR USED.

Lead-Lined Cabinetry

LEAD-LINED CABINETRY
Everything about Mirion Technologies (Capintec), Inc’s lead-lined cabinetry conveys
quality. Attention to detail is what you expect from Mirion...and that’s what you get.
Relying on the design, strength and durability of our materials, our line of
cabinetry offers multiple options and configurations while assuring safety, easy
decontamination and sanitization. They have been specifically designed for use in all
areas where radionuclides and radioactive sources are stored, handled, or used.
Our standard line is now available in 3 cabinet widths (22, 30, and 39 in.) to meet
the needs and space requirements of any lab.
You can choose from a selection of pre-configured or specialized cabinet models;
configure your own from our selection of “shells” and “inserts” or have cabinets
manufactured to your exact specifications.
All of our lead-lined cabinets have been designed with you in mind. They are
attractive, and provide the ultimate in versatility and flexibility. Each cabinet may be
used as an individual storage module, or combined with other models. They may be
easily arranged to meet the changing needs of your department, without the need for
time consuming and expensive renovations or alterations. Contiguous countertops
are available in either stainless steel or optional Corian material.
When quality and performance count, you deserve the peace of mind that comes
from your decision to select our products. For over 50 years, we have been relied on
and trusted for all of your nuclear medicine product needs. Now, you can rely on our
quality for all of your lead-lined cabinetry and radiation shielding products!
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Lead-Lined Cabinetry

ALL CABINETS FEATURE:
• Frames and work surfaces constructed
with AISI 304 stainless steel to assure easy
decontamination and durability
• Work surfaces with raised smooth edges to
isolate fluid spills and facilitate quick removal of
residual contamination
• Optional 2 in. lead shielding available on
particular models
• Design and construction ensures resistance
to most corrosive compounds utilized in
laboratories and pharmacies
• Choice of .25 in., .5 in. or 1 in. lead shielding
• Fully shielded on all sides with solid sheet lead
• Corner and door lead shielding is overlapped
and consistent with lead thickness
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• Doors feature surface mounted key locks to
ensure the integrity of the lead shielding
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• Heavy duty stainless steel door hinges
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• Doors can be hinged on right or left
• Stainless steel interior and exterior encases lead
shielding
• All inserts are fabricated from stainless steel
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• Stainless steel countertops with 4 in. backsplash
and spill-proof edge
• Optional storage wells and sharps port are
available
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PRE-CONFIGURED CABINET
MODELS
22 in. wide cabinets
Small Storage Cabinet
The Small Storage Cabinet is a highly flexible unit with two
adjustable shelves and plenty of space to store radioactive
materials or decay radioactive waste. Each of the shelves has a
capacity of 80 lb.

FEATURES:

• Two stainless steel adjustable height shelves

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 22 x 24 in. (101.6 x 55.8 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Shelf Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 890 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
1,250 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 1,890 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead

5000-2051
5000-2052
5000-2053

Small Waste Cabinet
The Small Waste Cabinet is the ideal space to safely store all
of your radioactive waste. The 19 gallon sharps container will
handle significant quantities of materials, which can be stored in
the cabinet for decay or until they are moved to a separate decay
area. The countertop has a 6 in. diameter stainless steel lined
port with a .5 in. shielded lid for easy access to the active waste
container.

FEATURES:

• Spacious cabinet with 19 gallon sharps container
• 6 in. diameter stainless steel lined waste port
• .5 in. lead shielded lid

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead
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5000-2061
5000-2062
5000-2063

• Overall: 40 x 22 x 24 in. (101.6 x 55.8 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Waste Area: 25 3/4 x 16 x 18 3/4 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 890 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
1,250 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 1,890 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.capintec.com / www.mirion.com
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Pre-Configured Cabinet Models

30 in. wide cabinets
4 Drawer Workstation
The 4 Drawer Workstation is one of our most versatile designs.
The cabinet has four drawers with easy-glide rollers for nearly
effortless operation, and enough space to hold a variety of items –
radioactive or not. Next to the drawers are two adjustable shelves,
with a capacity of 80 lb each to hold radioactive materials or waste
for decay. In addition, the work surface provides a wide-open
space with a 4 in. backsplash and a spill-restricting lip.

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•

Four stainless steel drawers with leaded fronts
Lever disconnect drawer glides for easy removal
Each drawer can hold up to 80 lb
Two stainless steel adjustable height shelves

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 30 x 24 in. (101.6 x 76.2 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Shelf Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.75 in. (15.2 x 16.5 x 45 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,260 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
1,720 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 2,530 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead

5000-2011
5000-2012
5000-2013

4 Drawer Waste Storage
Designed to do it all, the 4 Drawer Waste Storage unit has drawers
to hold your radioactive sources and a large storage area for
holding or decay of radioactive waste. With a 6 in. diameter
stainless steel lined port, a .5 in. thick lead shielded lid on the work
surface and a 19 gallon sharps container, this cabinet is an efficient
addition to your work area.

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four stainless steel drawers with leaded fronts
Lever disconnect drawer glides for easy removal
Each drawer can hold up to 80 lb
19 gallon sharps container
6 in. diameter stainless steel lined waste port
.5 in. lead shielded lid

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 30 x 24 in. (101.6 x 76.2 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Waste Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.75 in. (15.2 x 16.5 x 45 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,260 lb (.25 in.lead thickness);
1,720 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 2,530 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead

5000-2021
5000-2022
5000-2023
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Pre-Configured Cabinet Models
30 in. wide cabinets
continued

Standard Storage Cabinet
The Standard Storage Cabinet is a highly flexible unit with two
adjustable shelves and plenty of space to store radioactive
materials or decay radioactive waste. Each of the shelves
has a capacity of 80 lb. Additional shelves can be purchased
separately at any time.

FEATURES:

• Two stainless steel adjustable height shelves

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 30 x 24 in. (101.6 x 76.2 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Shelf Area: 25.75 x 24.5 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 62.2 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 990 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
1,390 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 2,130 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead

5000-2031
5000-2032
5000-2033

Standard Waste Cabinet
The Standard Waste Cabinet is the ideal space to safely store
all of your radioactive waste. The 11 gallon sharps containers will
handle significant quantities of materials, which can be stored in the
cabinet for decay or until they are moved to a separate decay area.
The countertop has a 6 in. diameter stainless steel lined port with a
.5 in. shielded lid for easy access to the active waste container.

FEATURES:

• Two 11 gallon sharps containers
• 6 in. diameter stainless steel lined waste port
• .5 in. lead shielded lid

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead
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5000-2041
5000-2042
5000-2043

• Overall: 40 x 30 x 24 in. (101.6 x 76.2 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Waste Area: 25.75 x 24.5 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 62.2 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,090 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
1,540 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 2,410 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.capintec.com / www.mirion.com
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Pre-Configured Cabinet Models

39 in. wide cabinets
Large Flood Waste Storage
The Large Flood Waste Storage cabinet has room for everything;
a vertical storage location for flood sources and phantoms, four
drawers for storing radioactive materials, and a waste area. The
19 gallon sharps container will handle significant quantities of
materials, which can be stored in the cabinet for decay or until
they are moved to a separate decay area. The countertop has a
6 in. diameter stainless steel lined port with a .5 in. shielded lid for
easy access to the active waste container.

FEATURES:

• Four stainless steel drawers with leaded fronts
• Lever disconnect drawer glides for easy removal
• Each drawer can hold up to 80 lb

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 39 x 24 in. (101.6 x 99 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Waste Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.75 in. (15.2 x 16.5 x 45 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,720 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
2,230 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 3,200 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead

5000-2081
5000-2082
5000-2083

8 Drawer Workstation
The 8 Drawer Workstation is a step up from the 4 Drawer
Workstation. The cabinet has eight drawers with easy-glide
rollers for nearly effortless operation, and enough space to
hold a variety of items – radioactive or not. Next to the drawers
are two adjustable shelves, with a capacity of 80 lb each to
hold radioactive materials or waste for decay. In addition, the
countertop provides a wide-open space with a 4 in. backsplash
and a spill-restricting lip.

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•

Eight stainless steel drawers with leaded fronts
Lever disconnect drawer glides for easy removal
Each drawer can hold up to 80 lb
Two stainless steel adjustable height shelves

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 39 x 24 in. (101.6 x 99 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Shelf Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.75 in. (15.2 x 16.5 x 45 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,770 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
2,300 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 3,290 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead

5000-2091
5000-2092
5000-2093
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Pre-Configured Cabinet Models
39 in. wide cabinets
continued

Large Waste Cabinet
The largest available Waste Cabinet designed for storing
“non-sharps” radioactive waste.

FEATURES:

• .5 in. lead
• Includes 19 gallon sharps containers

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

ITEM NUMBER

Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead

• Overall: 40 x 39 x 24 in. (101.6 x 99 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Waste Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.5 in. (15.2 x 16.5 x 44.4 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,720 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
2,230 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 3,200 lb (1 in. lead thickness)
5000-2086

Large Storage Cabinet
The Large Storage Cabinet is a highly flexible unit with two
adjustable shelves and plenty of space to store radioactive
materials or decay radioactive waste. Each of the shelves has a
capacity of 80 lb.

FEATURES:

• Two stainless steel adjustable height shelves

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

ITEM NUMBERS

Stainless steel cabinet with .25 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with .5 in. lead
Stainless steel cabinet with 1 in. lead
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• Overall: 40 x 39 x 24 in. (101.6 x 99 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Shelf Area: 25.75 x 32.75 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 83.2 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,480 lb (.25 in. lead thickness);
2,020 lb (.5 in. lead thickness); 3,000 lb (1 in. lead thickness)
5000-2101
5000-2102
5000-2103

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.capintec.com / www.mirion.com
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SPECIALIZED MODELS

30 in. PET Unit Dose Cabinet
The 30 in. PET Unit Dose Cabinet offers a compact design for
PET hot labs with limited space.

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•

Raised dose calibrator readout mount for easy viewing
Countersunk calibrator chamber mount
Waste penetration fits shielded sharps container
Supports 511 L-Blocks
Stainless steel countertop and 1 in. Lead Shielding standard

DIMENSIONS:

• Overall: 39 x 30 x 24 in. (98.76 x 76.2 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Interior: excluding positron and shielded waste container
25.75 x 24.5 x 18.75 in. (65.4 x 62.2 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)

ITEM NUMBERS

With .5 in. Lead (Total Weight 1,710 lb)
With 1 in. Lead (Total Weight: 2,500 lb)

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

Positron Shield (Weight: 560 lb)
1 in. Lead PET Shielded Waste Container with
Locking Lid

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

511 L-Block (Total Weight: 200 lb)
Brick Kit for 511 L-Block and PET Unit Dose
Cabinet (Weight: 706 lb)

5000-2072
5000-2073
7300-2903
5730-2271

0665-2014
5520-20449

39 in. PET Unit Dose Cabinet System
The 39 in. PET Unit Dose Cabinet System provides a large
work area over a shielded cabinet, including all necessary
accessories.

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raised dose calibrator readout mount for easy viewing
Countersunk calibrator chamber mount
Shielded Sharps Container
Positron Shield
Draw Module
Spring Arm Dose Drawing Station
Custom Brick Kit

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:

• Overall: 40 x 39 x 24 in. (101.6 x 99 x 60.9 cm) (H x W x D)
• Waste Area: 25.75 x 16 x 18.75 in.
(65.4 x 40.6 x 47.6 cm) (H x W x D)
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.5 in. (15.2 x 16.5 x 44.4 cm) (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1,720 lb (.25 in. lead thickness); 2,230 lb
(.5 in. lead thickness); 3,200 lb (1 in. lead thickness)

ITEM NUMBERS

39 in. PET Unit Dose Cabinet System with
.5 in. Lead
39 in. PET Unit Dose Cabinet System with
1 in. Lead

5000-2045
5000-2044
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Specialized Models
continued

PET Unit Dose Table
The PET Unit Dose Table provides a safe, compact and
economical dose dispensing hot lab center for PET or high
energy therapy doses. The dose calibrator and waste shield
are flush mounted to optimize the work surface area. Sturdy
bottom shelf offers convenient storage.
For users who may already have a L-Block or calibrator
shielding, we offer a basic system (Item 5530-20207) which
includes the Pet Unit Dose Table, PET Sharp Shield, and
calibrator mounting bracket. The calibrator stand will support
any of our calibrator models.
The full system configuration (Item 5530-20208) adds
a stainless steel 511 L-Block and calibrator shield to the
basic model.

FEATURES:

• Sturdy stainless steel table design with bottom shelf
• PET Sharp Shield is constructed of steel and 1 in. lead
shielding, with lockable hinged cover (Item 5730-2271)
• Calibrator Mounting Stand supports either CRC®-25 or
CRC®-55t model calibrators
• Stainless steel L-Block provides 1.4 in. lead shielding and large
11.6 x 9 in. leaded glass viewing window (Item 0550-0003)
• Positron Shield consists of nine interlocking 2.375 in. lead
rings (Item 7300-2903)
• Optional Lead Brick Kit is specifically designed to fit securely
around the PET Unit Dose Table
• Optional cosmetic upgrade provides a stainless steel
enclosure with door for the table base
• The cosmetic upgrade is available for both the basic and
full system configurations

TABLE DIMENSIONS

• 36 x 36 x 24 in. (91 x 91 x 61 cm) (H x W x D)
• Calibrator arm extends approximately 20 in. (51 cm) above the
table top

ITEM NUMBERS

PET UNIT DOSE TABLE
Includes table, PET Sharp Shield, calibrator
hanger assembly (400 lb)
PET UNIT DOSE TABLE SYSTEM
Includes table, PET Sharp Shield, calibrator
hanger assembly, Stainless Steel PET L-Block,
Positron Shield (1,190 lb)
PET UNIT DOSE TABLE
Brick Kit (930 lb)
COSMETIC UPGRADE
Includes side panels and door (62 lb)
10

5530-20207

5530-20208
5530-20209
5530-20210

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.
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Specialized Models

Shielded Refrigerator
The laboratory grade Shielded Refrigerator is ideal
for radiopharmaceuticals and temperature sensitive
radioactive materials.

CABINET FEATURES:

• Fully shielded and vented cabinet style enclosure
provides maximum personnel radiation protection
• Easy access for refrigerator replacement. No need to
replace your entire cabinet!
• Available in .125 in. (3 mm) or .25 in. (6 mm) lead
shielding
• Includes key lock

REFRIGERATOR FEATURES:

• Temperature range of 1 °C to 7 °C
• Three adjustable shelves to maximize storage
• Oversized fan motor maintains critical temperatures.
Assures quick recovery times
• Refrigerator is UL and cUL listed

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Height: 44.3 in. (112.5 cm)
Depth: 31 in. (78.7 cm)
Width: 30.3 in. (76.8 cm)
Weight for .125 in. lead: 1,000 lb (454 kg)
Weight for .25 in. lead: 1,300 lb (589 kg)
Refrigerator Capacity: 5.6 cu. ft. (159 liters)

POWER SPECIFICATIONS:

• 115 V ac, 60 Hz or 230 V, 50 Hz, 3.3 amps

ITEM NUMBERS

Leaded Refrigerator with .125 in. Stainless Steel
Leaded Refrigerator with .25 in. Stainless Steel

5000-6110
5000-6111
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OPTIONS
1

Select Insert Options:

We have developed three different inserts that can be placed in the cabinet shells to meet the storage and decay needs
of your lab. Custom inserts are available by request.

SHELVES
DRAWER MODULE

• Stainless steel construction
• Lever disconnect drawer slides for easy
removal
• .5 in. lead shielding at front of each drawer
• Drawers: 6 x 6.5 x 17.5 in. (H x W x D)
• Capacity: 80 lb each
ITEM NUMBER
Drawer Module

2
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• Stainless steel construction
• Three adjustable vertical dividers allow
storage of four flood sources or phantoms
in a compact space
• Fits rectangular phantoms up to eighteen
.5 x 25.5 in. (46.9 x 64.1 cm), and round
phantoms up to 20 in. (50.8 cm) in
diameter
ITEM NUMBER

5520-30396

Flood Module

5520-30416

ITEM NUMBERS
1-Insert Wide

5520-00417

2-Insert Wide

5520-00418

3-Insert Wide

5520-00419

4-Insert Wide

5520-00420

Choose the Door Opening Direction:

The default opening direction for the cabinet doors is right hinge, or right door opening first. If your furniture arrangement
requires a left hinge, or left door opening first, please specify your preference to your sales representative.

22 in. – left hinge

3

FLOOD MODULE

• Stainless steel adjustable height shelves
are available for any space in your cabinet
• Any unoccupied space in the cabinet will
be fitted with shelving standards allowing
you to install as many shelves as you wish
to purchase
• Additional shelves may also be purchased
for any of the pre-configured cabinets

30 in. – right hinge

39 in. – right door opens first

Additional Options:

• Add a 6 in. diameter waste penetration with
stainless steel chute, .5 in. lead shielded lid, and
large sharps container above to almost any shelf
insert or empty space.
• Most cabinets can accommodate multiple
penetrations if desired.

• When purchasing multiple cabinets, contact sales to
discuss a single continuous countertop option.
• If your requirements are unique, call us for a custom
cabinet at 201-825-9500

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.
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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
Mini L-Shield

Stainless Steel L-Shield

ITEM NUMBER
5130-2086

T-Vial Shield

ITEM NUMBER
0665-0002

511 Dose-Drawing
Syringe Shield

5 cc
10 cc
20 cc

ITEM NUMBERS
0665-2017
0665-2011
0665-2018

Standard L-Shield

ITEM NUMBER
5550-0002

C-Tec™ Syringe Shield

1 cc
2 cc
3 cc
5 cc
10 cc

ITEM NUMBERS
4300-0030
4300-1059
4300-0031
4300-0032
4300-0033

511 C-Tec Syringe Shield

5 cc
10 cc
20 cc

ITEM NUMBERS
0665-2020
0665-2015
0665-2021

511 C-Tec Syringe Shield

ITEM NUMBER
0550-0003

ITEM NUMBER
5130-2090

PIN-TEC™ Syringe Shield

1 cc
2 cc
3 cc
5 cc
10 cc

ITEM NUMBERS
4300-0034
4300-0060
4300-0035
4300-0036
4300-0037

Illuminated Vial Shield

ITEM NUMBER
5530-2017

511 Spring Armed
Dose Drawing Station

ITEM NUMBERS
W/Body
5510-3003
Shield
No Body
5510-3004
Shield

511 Adjustable L-Block
511 L-Block Table Top Shield Table Top Shield

ITEM NUMBER
0665-2014

Universal 511 T-Vial Shield

ITEM NUMBER
5530-2014

ITEM NUMBER
5530-2077

PIG-30 and PIG-50

ITEM NUMBERS
PIG-30
5730-2030
PIG-50
5730-2027
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Recommended Products
continued

ADDITIONAL GREAT CAPINTEC™
PRODUCTS
CAPRAC-t™ Wipe Counter

ITEM NUMBER
5430-3136

CapTLC™ Scanner

ITEM NUMBER
5250-0212
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CRC®-PC Smart Chamber

ITEM NUMBERS
HL System
5130-30255
RPh System
5130-30256
HL Chamber
5130-20253
RPh Chamber
5130-20254

CAP-RAD™ Area Monitor

ITEM NUMBERS
With PC Software
5250-0022
Without PC
5250-0031
Software

CRC®-55tw Dose Calibrator

ITEM NUMBER
5130-2216

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.
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Capintec is a leading worldwide supplier of energy measurement products
and services. Capintec is dedicated to continuous quality improvement that
leads to uncompromising quality in the development of the most advanced
technology and services in the industry.
For over 50 years, Capintec has been recognized as a world leader in the
development, manufacturing and marketing of state-of-the-art radiation
measuring and monitoring instrumentation. With thousands of instruments
in use world-wide, the company continually provides new and innovative
solutions to applications in nuclear medicine, nuclear cardiology, oncology,
endocrinology, diagnostic radiology, and radiation therapy, the company
continues to grow.
CAPINTEC IS LOCATED IN FLORHAM PARK, NEW JERSEY

7 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, NJ 07932
201.825.9500 or 800.631.3826
ISO 13485 CERTIFIED

We are proud to state that we have received ISO 13485 certification.
This attests to the seriousness with which we approach quality control, and it
allows us to continue CE listings of our products for the international market.
Together with the new and expanded FDA Quality System Regulation, Capintec
continues to provide our customers with the highest quality products and
systems available.
AS OUR QUALITY POLICY STATES:

Capintec will be the leading worldwide supplier of energy measurement
products and services of uncompromising quality, on time, to our customers.
We will do this by using the best technology and people in the industry, while
striving for continuous improvement.
ISO certification validates our effort to provide our customers with the highest
quality products available.
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